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DESIGN OF A GAS ENGINE MUFFLER. 

Simple as may seem. the subject, " A gas engine 

muffler," to the reader on first thought, if he will 

but take time to consider the importance of such a 

device in connection with the operation of internal 

combustion engines, he will probably come to the 

conclusion that it is not such a trifle after all. 

Everyone, who has had any dealings with this type 

of machinery, knows what a frightful noise the ex- 

haust gases make when they are liberated from the 

engine cylinder, and also knows how extremely irri- 

tating this noise becomes if nothing i s done `c ruf- 

fle it. 

::any different devices have been used with more 

or less success, but most of then. unless very large 

and bulky are :Liable to cause back pressure and thus 

waste some of the energy the engine is capable of de- 

veloping. The muffler about to be described is very 

simple in its construction, and is the result of a 

little careful thought. The idea was first suggest- 

ed by seeing an automobile on the street one day that 

moved along with very little not se. Upon examination 

it was found that the gases issued from short pines 

that protruded from a long cylindrical vessel. The 

ends cf the pipes were mashed down a little to give 

a thin, flat stream. 
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The results were good 1,,ut the size of the cylinder 

was large. What its internal ronJT r n construction was, 

the writer does not know. 

The making of the muffler is more the job 

of a tinner than of an engineer, and the eriter 

does not claim that part of the work, but the 

designing and laying out of the patterns he he did, 

and the principle upon which its construction is 

based is orginal with him, and he has received 

no outside help on that part of the subject. 

The principle is this: When the exhaust 

port is open the gases escape under µhut forty 

pounds pressure, this pressure differing widely 

in different machines and for different conditions. 

From a short piece of pipe they come out with 

great velocity in a very compact stream. Their 

momentum is suddenly checked when they hit the 

outside -ir and it is the writer's belief that 

i + it is this impact : l L that t causes the sound. To 

prevent this noise the stream must be broken up, 

and done so in such a way that its passage to the 

outside air will not be retarded to an extent 

that back pressure will occur. 

The muffler consists of the frustrums of 

two v cones and one complete cone. The sides of 

the first frustrum are seven inches long and the 
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base that i s nearest the engine i s made large encugh 

to fit cver the outside FCide cf 14 in. gas pipe. The 

larger base is about seven inches in diameter. The 

second frustrum has its larger base fitted over the 

large base cf the first, and its smaller base is so 

cut that when the metal is folded it has the shape 

of a rectangle six inches long and one fcurth inch 

wide. This gives a thin, flat stream. Inside the 

first frustrum the ccnplete cone i s situated. Its 
vertex is about an inch from the smaller bise and its 
aides are six inches long. Its base is five inches 

in diar eter. eter. Its axis is coincident with that cf 
the fru strums and it i s supported in its position by 

metal posts rivited to the outside. ?ivited to the 

.3 base cf the first frustrum i s a strip about two 

inches long and large enough to fit over the outside 
cf the one and one fcurth inch exhaust pipe. 

The escaping gases strike the inside difusing 
cone and their stream_ i s broken up so that they lose 
their compactness. Their direction is changed gradual- 
ly until they escape in a thin long strear... The 

prin -iple may not be right but the results have been 

vary satisfactory. 
A model was Lade cf tin, because of its cheapness, 

and tested on a two cycle engine of about five horse- 
power. At the first exhaust the opening was spread 
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so that the stream so much desired was destroyed. 

After lacing the opening With -;ire another test was 

made, this time cn a four cycle twin -opposed engine 

of student rake, and the result was, that the sound 

was ruffled to a great extent. In comparison with 

the cast iron mufflers used so commonly it is safe 

to say the new device i s much better. 
The finished product i s made c f nurt er twenty - 

four galvanized sheet -iron. This i s heavy enough 

to stand the strain and being galvanized rill not 

corrode very easily. The total weight is two pounds. 

The cost of metal is fifteen cents and the labor 

was One dollar eighty cents, the total is One ninety- 

five. If they 7-e made in large quanities 

cost could ' e cut down considerably. Mufflers fflers of 

other types range in price from three or four dollars 

up, but none can be purchased for less than three dol- 

lars. This is another point in favor of the new 

device. 

Tir..e does not allow a test to ' e made to deter- 

mine how long; the metal will stand the heat and 

the corrosive action of the gases, ut it is safe to 

say it will last equally as long as cast iron mufflers, 

for the metal being t' in, the heat will radiate very 

rapidly. 
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